
AN APP FOR 
WELLNESS

For additional customization options 

including memory settings, preset TV 

and Nap recline positions, and Smart 

Sitting options and more, download 

the Gravis ZG app from 

or

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural
3-Years Parts
1-Year In-Home Service

SPECIFICATIONS

Reclined Dimensions: 67” L x 30” W x 31” H

Upright Dimensions:  45” L x 30” W x 49” H

Seat Dimensions:  24" W x 20" D

Recline Angle:  130-160 degrees

Required Recline Clearance:  3"

Product Weight:  122 lb

Maximum Load Weight:  400 lb

www.humantouch.com
Gravis_1221
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For the wellness-seeker who wants it all, meet the Human Touch® Gravis ZG Chair. 

Gravis combines the therapeutic benefits of zero gravity seating with air massage 

technology, multi-zone heat and powered positioning for every part of the chair, 

including the headrest. Control the chair using the included remote, one-touch 

armrest controls, or download the Gravis ZG app and access additional amazing 

features! With crisp, clean lines and innovative design, Gravis delivers both soothing, 

neutral posture pain relief and exceptional control of your seating comfort. 

CAPTIVATING DESIGN MEETS 
EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT

FULLY ADJUSTABLE

MULTIPLE HEAT ZONES

ONE-STEP ZERO GRAVITY SEATING

ONE-STEP TO RESTORE

BATTERY BACKUP

Use the remote control to individually power-adjust the headrest, 
backrest, and footrest for optimal support. 

Select from three targeted heat zones on the back, seat, and leg 
areas that can be turned on individually, or used simultaneously. 

Recline into the comfort of zero gravity with a simple press of the 
remote's ZG button. 

With a simple press and hold of a button, Gravis returns to the 
upright position so you can easily exit the chair.

The battery safety feature will restore the chair back to the upright 
position in the case of a power outage.

TARGETED MASSAGE BENEFITS
Choose from Massage and Stretch programs to soothe and relax your 
entire back or add Lumbar support. 

Endorsed by



Zero gravity positioning allows for 
deeper, more relaxed breathing

Massage, Stretch and Lumbar 
air massage functions relieve 
tension, invigorate the back and 
glutes, and provide soothing 
relief for tight muscles

Add soothing heat to the back, 
seat, and leg area individually, 
or simultaneously

Elevation of the legs above 
the heart helps improve 
blood flow

Independently position your head, back, 
and legs to the perfect recline angle and leg 
elevation — a revolution in zero gravity seating

The full-support pillow cradles 
the head and neck while 
providing ergonomic support

Convenient hanging ring and 
knob keeps the remote close 
and easy to access

INFINITE COMFORT SOLUTIONSYOU ARE IN 
CONTROL

SELECT THE PERFECT PAD

 AND BASE COMBINATION

With its intuitive remote, Gravis gives you the power 
to adjust your seating, massage functions, and heat 
zones to ensure you are in the optimal position for 
comfort and relaxation. 

Sleek sensor buttons located inside the 
armrest provide another way to easily 

control the chair.

WOOD BASE FINISHES

BEECHBLACK MAHOGANY

LEATHER PAD SETS

SADDLE

SAND

BLACK

BONE

GRAY


